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Abstract
We analyze a stable G/G/1 queue that starts operating at time t = 0 with No :A 0 customers.
First, we analyze the time TNo required for this queue to empty for the first time. Under the
assumption that both the interarrival and the service time distributions are of the exponential
type, we prove that limN
, , ,o TNoo
S
-- where A and ;i are the arrival and the service rates.
Furthermore, assuming in addition that the interarrival time distribution is of the non-lattice type,
we show that the settling time of the queue is essentially equal to -N-; that is, we prove that
lim dN( No C 1, forO<c<1;
No -oo _ A , for c > 1,
where dNo (t) is the total variation distance between the distribution of the number of customers
in the system at time t and its steady-state distribution. Finally, we show that there is a similarity
between the queue we analyze and a simple fluid-model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we analyze the settling time of a stable G/G/1 queue, assuming that it is initially
highly congested. Under certain assumptions on the distributions of the interarrival and the service
times, we first prove that the time for the queue to empty is asymptotically proportional to the
number of customers initially present at the queue. We then show that the time required for the
queue to approach stationarity (settling time) is essentially equal to the time for it to empty.
We consider a G/G/1 queue. The interarrival times are independent and identically distributed
with moment generating function A(s). The service times are independent and identically dis-
tributed with moment generating function B(s); moreover, the service process is independent of
the arrival process. The arrival and the service rates are denoted by A and !, respectively. The
number of customers present at the system at time t (including the customer in service, if any) is
denoted by N(t) and it is taken right-continuous. The queueing system starts operating at time
t = 0; the arrival time of the first new customer has the interarrival time distribution. The queue
is said to be stable [Coh69] if, as k -. oo, the distribution of the waiting time of the kth customer
to be served converges to a limiting function, which is the distribution of a proper random variable
(i.e., a random variable that is finite with probability 1); this limiting function is independent of
the initial number of customers. Except for the DID/1 queue, a necessary condition for stability
[Kle75] is A < j. In fact, stability is guaranteed [Coh69] if A < , and the interarrival time distribu-
tion is of the non-lattice type. (A random variable Z is said to be of the lattice type if there exist
constants a and b such that the only permissible values of Z are of the form a + nb, with n being
integer.) Moreover, in this case, the stationary distribution (7rk)k=O,... of the number of customers
in the system exists; we have rked flimt,,o Pr[N(t) = kIN(O) = 1] for k = 0, ...
Henceforth, we restrict ourselves to stable queues with A < u and with interarrival time distri-
butions of the non-lattice type. In addition, we shall always assume that both the interarrival and
the service time distributions are of the exponential type. That is, we have E[esz] < oo for some
s > 0, where Z is a random variable distributed as the interarrival time; this implies that there
exists some sA > 0 such that A(s) is defined for all s in the interval (-oo, SA) (see §2.1). Similarly,
we have E[eJY ] < oo for some s > 0, where Y is a random variable distributed as the service time;
it follows that there exists some sB > 0 such that B(s) is defined for all s in the interval (-oo, SB).
This assumption on the interarrival and the service time distributions is rather mild, since it holds
for most of the distributions appearing in practical cases (e.g. Erlang, hyperexponential etc.).
Let No be the number of customers initially in the system; we shall always treat No as a positive
parameter. We denote as TNo the random variable corresponding to the time required for the queue
to empty (for the first time), namely,
TN - inf{t: N(t) = 0}.t>o
It is known that the expected busy period duration is finite, i.e. E[T1J < oo (see [HeS82] and
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references therein). Moreover, Pollaczek [Pol52] has derived the joint distribution of T1 and the
number of customers served during this period. Finally, some other results have been established
for the case No = 1 (e.g. see [Pra80]).
In the context of the M/M/1 queue, using well-known results of queueing theory, TNo can be
expressed as the sum of No independent random variables all of which have the same distribution
as the busy period duration T1. Using this, we prove that E[TNo] = -N- and, if the random
variables T 1 , T 2,... are defined on the same probability space, then limN0._O T_.oo where
"a.s." stands for almost surely (i.e., with probability 1). Similar results hold for the M/G/1 queue
with service time distribution of the exponential type. We briefly present these results in §3.
For the G/G/1 queue under analysis (*), we prove that
TNo .~. 1lim TN 0a. 1 (1)No-400 No  -A
It is worth noting that this result is in perfect agreement with intuition. Indeed, consider a pool
that initially contains a quantity No of fluid. If fluid is supplied at a constant rate A and, at the
same time, it is removed at a constant rate it, with A < i, then the pool empties in time _- . In
fact, it will be shown (see Proposition 11 in §4.2) that this fluid-analogy holds to a greater extent.
Next, we consider the settling time of the G/G/1 queue under analysis. As shown in [Ald83],
there is a close relation between the time for a Markov process to reach stationarity and the hitting
times of certain subsets of the state space. In our context, after establishing that the time until the
queue empties (for the first time) is approximately equal to N--, we prove that it is also essentially
defA 
the time for the queue to reach steady-state. Indeed, defining rNojvdf N, we show that
lim dNo (rNoC) 1, forO<c<1; (2)
No -. oo N 0cNj 0o, for c > 1,
where dNo (t) denotes the total variation distance between the distribution of the number of cus-
tomers in the system at time t [under the initial condition N(O) = No] and its stationary distribu-
tion; that is,
) ot 1 00
dN0 (t) A max tPr[N(t) E AIN(O) = No]- 7r(A) = -2 Pr[N(t) = kIN(O) = No] - r,2 =O
where irk is the steady-state probability that the system contains k customers and 1r(A) = EkEA _rk
for A C Z+. [Intuitively, dNo (t) is the "distance" between the transient distribution of the number
of customers in the system (at time t) and its stationary distribution.] Thus, rNo (namely, N__)
may be viewed as the settling time of the G/G/1 queue under analysis when it initially contains a
large number No of customers.
(*) In fact, the result in (1) holds even if the interarrival time distribution is of the lattice type.
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To the best of our knowledge, both results in (1) and (2) are new. Results of the form (2) have
been proved in [Ald83] for "rapidly mixing" Markov chains, and in [Ana88] for the convergence to
steady-state of closed Jackson networks with a large number of customers. Interestingly enough,
some of the results in [Ana88] are in agreement with an approximate fluid-model. However, the
difficulty with such an approach is that the validity of a fluid approximation is technically non-
obvious. Thus, our work can be viewed as a step towards the justification of fluid approximations.
We expect that our analysis can be substantially extended to cover more complex systems like
networks of queues.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1 A Note on Random Variables of the Exponential Type
The discussion to follow is based on [Bah71].
A random variable T is said to be of the exponential type if there exists some positive s such
that E[e8T] < oo. The most straightforward example of such a random variable is one that is
exponentially distributed with mean I; for this random variable, we have E[e8T] < oo00 for all s < A.
The moment generating function of T is defined as follows: G(s)-efE[e*T]. If T is of the expo-
nential type, then there exists some positive sl such that G(s) is finite for all 0 < s < sl. Moreover,
for all s* E (0, sl) the following are true: G(s) is strictly convex and continuous on [0, s*] and has
derivatives of all orders on (0, s*); its first derivative is strictly increasing on (0, s*), provided that
Pr[T = 0] $ 1. Furthermore, we have E[T] < oo and
E[T] = lim dG(s)
810 ds
Henceforth, we restrict ourselves to random variables of the exponential type that satisfy in
addition the following property: there exists some positive s2 such that E[eaT] < oo for all s E
(-s2,0). Clearly, this property is satisfied by random variables that are either lower bounded
(that is, there exists some finite constant to such that Pr[T > to] = 1) or can be expressed as the
difference of two lower bounded random variables of the exponential type that are independent.
The upper and lower tails of the distribution of a random variable of the exponential type may
be upper bounded by using the Chernoff bound. Indeed, let t be a finite constant. We have
Pr[T > t] < E[eT]ie-st = G(s)e- t , Vs E (0,si) . (3)
In the case where t > E[T], there exists some positive s (depending on t) such that G(s)e- ' t < 1
for all s E (0, s'). Similarly, we have
Pr[T < tJ < E[e_<T]est = G(-s)e' t, Vs E (0, ).
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In the case where t < E[T], there exists some positive s" (depending on t) such that G(-s)e8t < 1
for all s E (0, s").
We apply the above results to the random variable EN i= Xi, where X 1,.. ., XN are independent
random variables that have the distribution of the random variable X, which is of the exponential
type. Let 6 be positive; we have
Pr [Xi> E[X](1+6)N] <e - (6)N , (4)
where q1 (6) is a positive constant depending on 6. Indeed, we have E[e ,=i xI] = [G(s)]N, where
G(s) = E[elX]; applying (3) with s = s*, where s* is chosen to satisfy G(s*)e- " rE[X](1+6) < 1, and
defining 4l(6)d- f - lnG(s*) + s*E[X](1 + 6), we obtain (4). Similarly, for any positive 6, we have
Pr E Xi < E[X(1 - 6)N < e-#2(6)N (5)
where 02(6) is a positive constant depending on 6.
2.2 A Note on Exponential Convergence
The discussion to follow is based on [E1185].
Let (ZN)N=1,... be a sequence of random variables (not necessarily defined on the same proba-
bility space) and let (hN)N=l,... be a sequence of positive numbers with limN-,, hN = oo. The
sequence ()N=,... of random variables is said to converge exponentially to the constant z, as
N -+ oo, if for any positive 6 there exists some n(6) > 1 and some positive y(6) (both depending
on 6) such that
Pr[I ZN-Z > 6 < e-(a)N , VN > n(S).
Moreover, if the random variables (ZN)N=I,... are defined on the same probability space, then the
inequality above implies almost sure convergence, namely limN-+, O Na..
2.3 A Note on Notation
Throughout this paper, the notation Pr[r] stands for Pr[rl N(O) = No]. Similarly, the notation
Pr[ r I A I] stands for Pr[ r IA and N(O) = No ], unless the event A is of the form "N(O) = n*."
Conditioning on the event N(O) = No appears explicitly at certain points of the paper, for emphasis
reasons.
Also, [Lx denotes the integer part of x, and x]l denotes the smallest integer that is greater than
or equal to x.
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3. RESULTS ON THE M/M/1 AND THE M/G/1 QUEUES
In this section, we present some results concerning the time required for the stable M/M/1
to empty. Similar results hold for the stable M/G/1 queue with service time distribution of the
exponential type, as well.
3.1 The M/M/1 Queue
First, we prove that, in the context of the M/M/1 queue, the random variable TNo can be
expressed as the sum of No independent and identically distributed random variables.
Proposition 1: The following is true:
No
TNo=Z Vi,
i=l
where V1 ,... ,VNo are independent random variables, all of which have the same distribution as
the busy period T1 ('""denotes equality in distribution). ·
Proof: The distribution of TNO is not affected by introducing any priority scheme among customers
(see [Kle75]). In particular, we assign higher priority to newly arriving customers rather than to
the No - 1 customers that wait to be served at time 0+. Moreover, let the random variable V1 be
defined as follows:
VL f inf{t : N(t) = No - 1}.
t>0
Since the priority scheme introduced above is irrelevant to the customers' service times, we have
V1,_T 1. (That is, V1 and T1 are identically distributed.) Furthermore, we denote by WNo-1 the
random variable corresponding to the time required for the queue to empty following the time
instant V1, i.e. we have TNO = V1 + WNO -1. Because of the memoryless property of the exponential
distribution, WN0o-1 is independent of TNO and satisfies WN0o-'8tTNo-X. Using these, the result in
question follows easily by induction. Q.E.D.
The moment generating function of T1 is known in closed form (see [Kle75]), namely
E[e'TlI -z A )s- ( V-)2 4s < 0; (6)2A
this leads to the following result for the probability density function of T 1:
e-(x+k)t
PT1(t) = · I,(2tv ), Vt > 0,
t A
where I (.) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order one. According to [Bat54], the
integral fo pT, (t)e8tdt is equal to the expression appearing on the right-hand side of (6) for all
s < (V_ - /-i) 2. Therefore, the random variable T1 is of the exponential type. Moreover, it follows
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from (6) that E[TI] = ,-x' Hence, using Proposition 1 (and the Strong Law of Large Numbers),
we obtain the following results:
Proposition 2: The random variable TNO is of the exponential type and satifies
NO def i Tp a.e. 1
E[TNo] = A drNo and lim TNo a.-. 1
;; . _- - = 'r o N o +-o o N o AN- -
3.2 The M/G/1 Queue
Propositions 1 and 2 of §3.1 hold in the context of the stable M/G/1 queue with service time
distribution of the exponential type, as well. Indeed, in the proof of Proposition 1 we do not appeal
to the service time distribution. (We only use the Poisson arrivals feature of the M/M/1 queue.)
Furthermore, it is well-known (see [Kle75]) that, in the context of the M/G/1 queue, the moment
generating function G(s) of the busy period duration T1 satisfies the following functional equation:
G(s) = B(s - A + AG(s)) for all s < 0. This implies that E[T1] = moreover, because of
de inally, the fact that TN Proposition 1, we have E[TNoI = ,-_ = rNo and limNo ,,-O = _ . Finally, the fact that TNO
is of the exponential type follows from Corollary 6 in §4.1.
4. RESULTS ON THE G/G/1 QUEUE
4.1 Preliminary Results
In this section we present several results on the time required for the stable G/G/1 queue to
empty. As already mentioned in §1, it is assumed that both the interarrival and the service time
distributions are of the exponential type, that the interarrival time distribution is of the non-lattice
type and that A < p. A powerful result such as Proposition 1 does not hold in the case where the
arrival process is not of the Poisson type. Thus, the derivation of (1) in the more general context
of the G/G/1 queue is considerably more complicated as compared to the proof of Proposition 2.
First, we establish a lower bound on E[TNI]. Let N/ denote the number of arrivals until the
system is met empty for the first time. In other words, we have J = n if the arrival of the nth
customer is the first to occur at a time larger than TN,. Let Zj. denote the arrival time of the Nth
customer. Clearly, the number of customers served until the queue empties equals X + No - 1. The
following lemma is established in [Pra80] by using Wald's equation. (In fact, only the case No = 1
is considered there; however, the result may be easily extended to hold for No0 = 2,...)
Lemma 3: The following are true:
E[J] = AE[ZA] and E[qN] + No - 1 = pE[TNo] .
Moreover, if E[NA] = oo, then E[Zg] = E[TNo] = oo. U
In the case where E[JN] < oo (which will be shown to always be true for the type of queues we
consider), Lemma 3 implies that the average arrival rate up to (and including) the time when the
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queue is met empty equals A. Similarly, the average service rate up to (and including) the time
when the queue empties equals ,u. Based on this lemma, we prove the following result:
Proposition 4: The following is true:
No 1 < E[TNo], for No = 1,... 
Proof: The result is trivially true if E[TNo] = oo. However, it will be shown later that this never
occurs.
Assuming that E[TNo] < oo, we prove the result as follows: Clearly, we have TNo < Z. with
probability 1, which implies that E[TNo] < E[Z,]. Combining this with Lemma 3, we obtain
E[TNO] < ,(LzE[TNo ] - No + 1). (7)
Rearranging terms in (7) and using the fact A < 1, we obtain the inequality in question. Q.E.D.
We now present an upper bound on the upper tail of TNO; its proof can be found in Appendix
A.
Proposition 5: For any positive 6 there exist positive numbers C(6) and lb(6) such that
Pr[TNo > rNo,(1 + k6)] < C(6)e- /(6)kNo, for No, k = 1,... 
where rNo d-- N
It is a consequence of the proposition above that the random variables (T,), 1=.... are of the
exponential type; moreover, their moment generating functions have a common interval of definition
in the positive axis. Indeed, we have the following result:
Corollary 6: There exists a positive s* such that
E[e'TNo] < oo, for No = 1,..., and Vs E (0,s*). 
Proof: We fix a positive 6. We have
E[eaTN°] - E[e8TNo I TNo < rNo (1 + 6)] Pr[TNO < rNo(1 + 6)]+
00
E {E[eTNo I rN (1 + k) < TN <N (1 + (k+ 1)6)] Pr[rN (1 + ) < TN < No (1 + (k + 1)6) }
k=l
(8)
Obviously,
E[e'TNo I TNO < 7No (1 + 6)] < e r N0 (1+ 6 ) , V8 > 0,
and
E[e"TNo I rN/o(1 + k6) < TNo < rNo(1 + (k + 1)6)1 < eBNo( l +(k+l) 6), for k = 1, . . , and Vs > 0.
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Combining these inequalities with (8), we obtain
E[eTN] I < erNo (1+6) + E {erNO ( l+ ( k+ +1)6) · Pr[rNo (1 + k) < TNO < rNo (1 + (k + 1)6)] }
k=l
< e rNO (1+ 6) + e r N O (1+6) {e r No· Pr[TNo > rNo (1 + k6)l}. (9)
k=l
Using Proposition 5, it follows from (9) that
00
E[e TNo] < erNo (1+) + erNo (1+6)C(6) : ero kbe-%(b)kNo
k=l
oo
= erNo(1+5) + eerNo(l+$)C(6) [esrNo6'-(6)No]k . (10)
k=l
def NSince Vp(6) > O0 and rN0o = f , we have 0 < e"No 6- ' (6)No < 1 for all s E (0, s*), where s* is defined
by s*ldf 0( 6) sA- > 0. Therefore, the geometric series in the lower part of (10) is convergent for all
s E (0,s*); this implies that E[e'TNo] < oo for all s e (0, s*). In particular, we have
E[esTNO ] < erNO (1+6) + e1rNO(l+6)) -e - E ( ) ]*). Q.E.D.
Since TNO is of the exponential type, it follows from the discussion in §2.1 that E[TNO] is finite
for No = 1,... In particular, reasoning as in the proof of Corollary 6, it can be shown that E[TNo]
is close to rNo for sufficiently large No. Indeed, we have the following result:
Corollary 7: We have E[TNoI < oo for No = 1,... Furthermore, for any positive 6, there exists
some n'(6) > 1 such that
E[TNoI _< rNo(1 + 6) , VNo > n'(6),
def No
where rNo def 
Using Proposition 4 and Corollary 7, it is easily established that limNO-,Oo E-T How-
ever, we are interested in a stronger result, namely limNO Oo TN0 * ._1_ First, we derive an upperN0 -
bound on the lower tail of TNo; a proof of this result is presented in Appendix B.
Proposition 8: For any positive 6 there exist some n(6) > 1 and some positive C(6) such that
Pr[TNo < rNO(1- 6)] < e- (6)No , VN0o n(6),
where rNo def ,. N
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4.2 The Main Results
The main results of this paper are presented in the three propositions contained in this subsection:
Proposition 9: The sequence (-n)n=1,... of random variables converges exponentially to 1
as n -* oo. Furthermore, if these random variables are defined on the same probability space, then
convergence holds in the "a.s." sense, as well.
Proof: We fix some positive 6. Using Proposition 5 (applied with k = 1) and Proposition 8 (and
recalling that rN--of - A-), we have
pNo [[ ToPr[| No _ | > -A] Ž<C(6)eP( 6)f+ ( °JNo (6 ) n().
Defining y(6)=-f min{0(6), C(6)} and n* (6)-df max{n(6), n(C(6 ) obtain
Pr No < VNo > n*() (11)
This implies that the sequence (T),=l,... of random variables converges exponentially to -l, as
n -. oo (see §2.2). As already mentioned in §2.2, if the random variables (Tn)n=l,... are defined on
the same probability space (which is always possible), then exponential convergence implies almost
sure convergence. Q.E.D.
Before proceeding to the other two results of this subsection, we establish a technical lemma.
We define the random variable RNo as follows:
RNo - inf {t: N(t)= 1} (12)
t>TN 0
Clearly, RNo corresponds to a regeneration point of the queue. We now derive an upper bound on
the upper tail of the distribution of RNO; a proof of this result can be found in Appendix C.
Lemma 10: For any positive 6 there exists some 1(6) and some positive b(6) such that
Pr[RNo > rNo (1 + 6)] < e- (6)No , VNo > 1(6).
In §1 we introduced a simple fluid-model, namely a pool that initially contains a quantity No
of fluid; in this pool, fluid is supplied at a constant rate A and, at the same time, it is removed at
a constant rate p. As already pointed out in §1, the result in Proposition 9 is reminiscent of the
fact that the pool empties in time -n-. This analogy may be extended even further. Indeed, the
aforementioned pool contains a quantity (1 - c)No of fluid at time c5__ for all c E [0, 1]; moreover,
it contains no fluid at time CNM for all c > 1. The analogous results for the type of G/G/1 queue
under analysis are as follows:
Proposition 11: The following convergence results hold in the exponential sense:
lim N(rN C) = 1-c, for <c< 1;
No--oo No 0, for c > 1,
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where rNodef -No . Furthermore, if the random variables involved are defined on the same probability
space, then the above results hold in the "a.s." sense of convergence, as well. ·
Outline of the Proof: The result is obvious for c = 0.
a) We fix some c E (0,1]. We have to show that for any positive E there exists some m(e) > 1
and some positive +(e) (both of which may possibly depend on c) such that
Pr[llN(rNc) - (1 - c)Nol > ENo] • e.- O(e)No , VNo > m(e).
Assuming that No > ', we introduce the following priority scheme: we choose [(1-c)No] customers
among those initially waiting to be served; these customers are assigned the lowest priority (*).
Priority assignment is irrelevant to the customers' service times. Therefore, the priority scheme
introduced does not affect the statistics of the process N(t) [Tak62]. We define
Tf inf({t: N(t) = [(1 - c)Nol) .
t>o
Since low-priority customers are "transparent" to the ones with higher priority, we have
T-TLCNOj · (13)
(This is because r(1 - c)Nol + [cNoJ = No.) We fix a positive e. For any positive 6, we have
Pr[IN(rNc) - (1 - c)Nol > ENo] = Pr[IN(rNc) - (1 - c)Nol > ENo and I1 - rNocl > 6N o]
+ Pr[lN(rNoc)-(1-c)NoI > ENo and O < - rNoC < SNo]
+ Pr[lN(rrNoc)-(1-c)Nol > eNo and - No < T- r c < 0]
which implies that
Pr[IN(rNc) - (1 - c)Nol > eNo] < Pr[l| - rNoC > SNo]
+ Pr[IN(rN¢c)- (1-c)Nol > eNo and 0 < T - rN < 8No]
+ Pr[lN(rNoc) - (1 - c)Nol > eNo - 6No < T - rNoc < o]
(14)
Each of the three terms in the right-hand side of (14) will be upper bounded by some quantity
that decays exponentially, as No --* oo. This may be easily done for the first term. It suffices to
combine (13) with (11).
Now, we consider the second term. Since the system contains more than [(1 - c)Nol customers
at any instant prior to T, we have
Pr[IN(rNrc) - (1 - c)Nol > eNo and 0 < T - rNoc < 6No]
= Pr[N(rNoc)-(1-c)No > eNo and O < T- rNOC < No] .
< Pr[T -rNoc < 6No I N(rNoc) > (e + 1-c)No and T > rNoC]. (15)
(*) In fact, no priority scheme is introduced for c = 1.
The quantity in the lower part of (15) equals the probability that the system contains exactly
[(1 - c)Nol customers at some time in the interval (rNoC, rNOc + SNo) even though there are at
least [(e+1-c)No] customers present at time rNo. Since [(E+1-c)No - (1-c)No] re[No] -1, the
quantity in the lower part of (15) may be upper bounded by the probability that at least [eNo] - 1
customers complete service during the time interval [rNc, rN c + SNo). Applying the Chernoff
bound, it may be shown that the latter quantity decays exponentially, as No -+ oo, provided that
6 < e#-1 .
Finally, we consider the third term in the right-hand side of (14). We have
Pr[lN(rNoc) - (1- c)Nol > eNo I - SNo < T - rTNC < 0]
=Pr[N(rNoc) > (e + 1 - c)No - No < T-rNoc- < 0]
+ Pr[N(rNoc) < (-e + 1 - c)No I - SNo < T - rNo < 0] . (16)
The first term in the right-hand side of (16) may be upper bounded by the probability that at least
[eNol - 1 customers arrive during the time interval (- 6No+ rN c, rN0 c). This decays exponentially,
as No --* oo, provided that 6 < eA- 1. (The arguments for this are similar to those in the previous
paragraph.) As for the other term, it equals 0 in case of e > 1 - c; in case of e < 1 - c, it may be
upper bounded by the probability that at least [reNol customers complete service during the time
interval (-SNo + rNoc, rNoc). This decays exponentially, as No -* oo, provided that 6 < Cr-1 .
b) We fix some c > 1. We have to show that for any positive e there exists some m(e) > 1 and
some positive +(e) such that
Pr[N(rNoc ) > eNo] < e- (e)No , VNo > m(e). (17)
Let RNo be the random variable defined in (12). We fix a positive E and a S satifying 0 < 6 < c-1.
Reasoning as in similar cases, we obtain
Pr[N(rNoC) > eNo] < Pr[RNO > rNo(1 + 6)] + Pr[N(rNOC) > ENo I RNo < rN o (1 + 6)] . (18)
The term Pr[RNO _ rTN (1 + 6)j decays exponentially, as No -+ oo (see Lemma 10). Furthermore,
since 1 + 6 < c, and RNo is a regeneration point of the queue, we have
Pr[N(rNOc) > eNo I RNO = t] = Pr[N(rNOC - t) > eNo I N(O) = 1], Vt E [0, rNO (1 + 6)). (19)
It has been established in [Haj82] that the queue under analysis is geometrically stable under the
initial condition N(O) = 1. That is, for any sufficiently small positive 'y there exists a D(7) such that
Pr[N(t) > MIN(O) = 1] < D(7)e-!M for all t > 0 and M = 1,... Applying this with M = [eNol
and using (19), it follows that the second term in the right-hand side of (18) decays exponentially,
as No -* oo. Combining this with (18) (and the conclusion following it), we obtain (17) after some
algebra. Q.E.D.
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Proposition 11 (applied with c = 1) implies that, as No increases, the number N(rNo) of cus-
tomers contained in the system at time TrN is o(No) (i.e. of smaller order of magnitude than No),
with high probability. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that, for sufficiently large No, the time
required for the queue to approach stationarity, starting from the time instant No,, is negligible
as compared to rNo. This is established in the proposition to follow; its proof can be found in
Appendix D.
Proposition 12: The following is true:
lim dNo(TNoc) = , ' for < c <1;No--.co 0, for c > 1,
where dN0 (t) is defined at the end of §1 and rNo d- ~_.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed a certain a type of a stable G/G/1 queue, namely that with
A < j, with the service time distribution being of the exponential type and with the interarrival
time distribution being of the exponential and of the non-lattice types. This type of a queue
fits most of the practical cases. Assuming that such a queue initially contains No customers, with
N o A- 0, we proved that the time TNo required for the queue to empty is asymptotically proportional
to No, namely limN 0--.o N0 -.. 1 . Using properties of the random variable TNO, we proved that
the settling time of the queue is asymptotically equal to rNo (i.e -no).
Finally, we proved that after scaling both time and the number of customers in the system by
No, as No increases, the queue asymptotically behaves as if customers were arriving at a constant
rate A and, at the same time, were departing at a constant rate #, like in a simple fluid-model.
We believe that the above conclusions may be extended to queueing networks. In such systems,
it is the dependence among arrivals that makes our analysis not directly applicable. Thus, one
has to show that, after scaling time by No, this dependence becomes unimportant. Such a result
has been established in [Sta88] for the simple case of a stable tandem of exponential servers with
Poisson arrivals.
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APPENDIX A
In this appendix we prove Proposition 5.
We fix a positive 6. Obviously, if the initially present customers and the ones to arrive during
the time interval [0, rNo (1 + k6)] have a total service time that is smaller than rNo (1 + k5), then the
queue is empty for some part of the time interval [0, rNo (1 + k6)], even though it may be non-empty
at time t = rNo (1 + k6). Let Yj be the service time of the ith customer, for i = 1,..., and let M(6)
be the number of arrivals during the time interval [0, rNo (1 + 6)]. Then,[ M (k6)+No N
Pr[TNo > TNo (1 + k)] < Pr > rNo(1 + ) . (A.1)
We define
q(6)- L[ArNo (1 + S6)J, (A.2)
where a is a positive constant satisfying 1 < ac < ;. Clearly,
M(k6)+No i g(k6)+N,
Pr Y > o ( + k6) < Pr Y. >rN(1 + k) + Pr[M(k) > q(k) + 1]. (A.3)
i=1 i=1
In what follows, each of the two terms appearing in the right-hand side of (A.3) gets appropriately
upper bounded.
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Since M (k6) is the number of arrivals during the interval [0, rNo (1 + k6)], we have
Pr[M(k6) > q(k6)+l] = Pr Zi +k =Pr q(k+ 1 1 Z) < rN(1+k6)Pr~4~Zi S TN0(1+k45)J = P q~6)+i~ i} q(k.5)+l
(A.4)
where Zi denotes the ith interarrival time. It follows from the definitions of q(6) [in (A.2)] and rNo
that Nq(k)+k) < (l++k6) Furthermore, since a > 1, we have (l+1ka) + - _ _) =_6)q(1c6) A(1+aka)~ ermore, sin (l+ck6<l) A(1+a6) - 1(1 I- + ( -)
for k = 2,... Combining these two inequalities with (A.4), we obtainEq(k6)+1 /
Pr[M(k6) > q(k6) + 1] Pr < Z A -( 1i + ¥ (q(k6) + 1) (A.5)
i=1
The random variables (Zi)i=1,...,q(k6)+l are independent and have the interarrival time distribution,
which, by assumption, is of the exponential type; moreover, since xa > 1, we have (-1) > Thus,
we may upper bound the right-hand quantity in (A.5) by applying the Chernoff bound; using (5)
in §2.1, we have
~(k6)+l 6(ce 1
Pr [ iZ i ( 1 A -1 ) (q(k) + 1) )(q(kb6 )+) ) (A.6)
where pl (6) > 0. Since p1 (6) is positive, it follows from (A.2) that
e - PL(b ) (q( k6) +l ) < e- ql( 6)X rNo (l +ak6) < e- ( )(6)ArNo ak. (A.7)
We define 0i(6) d=foi(6)A-=6. Since A < Iu and (1p(6) > O, we have 01(6) > 0. Combining the
defN oprevious definition with (A.6), (A.7) and the fact rto= efN_, we obtain
Pr [ Zi A- 1 (1 +6 ) (q(k) + 1) < e
Using (A.5) and the inequality above, we have
Pr[.M(k6) > q(kS) + 1] < e - 'b(6)kNo (A.8)
The other term in the right-hand side of (A.3) may be upper bounded by reasoning similarly as
above. First, we have
[q(kc6)+No q(k6)+NO
Pr[ Yi > rN( (1 + k6) = Pr q (k>) + No Yi > q(1) + kS) (A.9)
i~ l J [qkS)+ No- q(1+S) ++N0
Using the definitions of q(6) [in (A.2)j and rN,, we obtain after some algebra rN(()+Nk6) > 1+' k6q(kb)+No- ~+;ak'
Furthermore, since a < ;, we have +k~6 > 1+6 (1 + 6(IA)) for k = 2,... Using these
&+ac\ckb a +A ~ at6 -+a6a
two inequalities and (A.9), we obtain
Pr (k6)+No TN*+ < q(ck6)+No 1 + 6(p - Ac)
Pr > ro (1 +k6) Pr Yi >P 1 ( + ac )(q(k6) + No) (A.10)
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The random variables (Yi)i=1,...,q(k6)+No are independent and have the service time distribution,
which, by assumption, is of the exponential type; moreover, since ac < a, we have 6(4-X) > 0.
Thus, we may upper bound the right-hand quantity in (A.10) by applying the Chernoff bound;
using (4) in §2.1, we obtain
Pr [ E > Y s1 l ++ ' ) (q(k6) + No) < e-2(6)((k)+No) , (A.11)L I=i -~%1 E + )a6 , '
where 92o(6) > 0. Since P2 (6) is positive, it follows from (A.2) that
e-12(6)(q(k6)+No) < e-P2(6)(rNo (l+ak6)+No-1) < eV2(6)e-2(6)fNoak6 (A.12)
We define
def 2(6) def aS
C2 ()=e2 ( ) and 2,(6)='2 (6) A_  (A.13)
Since A < it and a > 0, we have ,2(6) > 0. Combining (A.11) with (A.12), (A.13) and the fact
r ef - , we obtain
Pr Yi > -1 ( + A (q(k6) + No) < C2 (6)e- ' 2(6)kNo
This together with (A.10) implies that
q(k6)+No
Pr Cj Yi > rNo(1 + kS)] < C2 (6)e- 2(6 ) kNo. (A.14)
i=l1
It folows from (A.1), (A.3), (A.8) and (A.14) that
Pr[TNO > rv,(1 + kI)] < e- ' (6)kNo + C 2 (6)e- '2(6 )kNo
After defining 0(6)=-f min{31(6), 02,(6)} and C(6) f 1+C 2 (6), the result follows from the inequality
above. Q.E.D.
APPENDIX B
In this appendix we prove Proposition 8. It suffices to establish the result only for those 6 in
the interval (0,1).
We fix a 6 satisfying 0 < 6 < 1. Let M (6) denote the number of arrivals during the time interval
[0, rN o(1 - 6)], where rNo -= fO. Moreover, let Yi denote the service time of the ith customer
and Zi denote the ith interarrival time. We define the sequence (Xk)k=o,... of random variables as
follows:
No-1 No+k-1 k
Xo=t EYi and Xk- E Y-E Zi, fork= 1,... (B.1)
i=l i=1 i=l
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Clearly, the k*th customer to arrive is the first to meet an empty system upon arrival if and
only if X 1 > 0,..., Xk.-1> 0 and Xk- < 0 (for k* = 1 the condition is X 1 < O0). Given the event
M(6) = m, the system is empty for some part of the time interval [O, rNo(1 - 6)] if and only if at
least one of the first m + 1 customers to arrive meets an empty system upon arrival. Therefore, we
have
Pr[TNO < rNo(1- 6) I M(6)=m r] = Pr[3k E {1,...,m + 1}: Xk < 0 IM(6) = mi, for m=,...
or equivalently,
Pr[TNo < rNo(1- 6)] M(6) = m] = Pr[ min {Xk} < 0 (6) = m] , form = O,... (B.2)
-l•km+l
We define m* by
m' -ef[ o(1- 2)1. (B.3)
Using (B.2), we obtain after some algebra
m*-1
Pr[TNo rN(l1- 6))] Pr[lk m+ln {Xk} < 0 and M(6) =m] +Pr[.M(6) > m*]. (B.4)
m=O
Clearly, we have
min {Xk} > min {Xk}, for m =O,... ,m*-1.
!<k<m+l ' <k<m
Combining this with (B.4), we obtain
M*-1
Pr[TN. _ rNo(1-6)] < E Pr[l m in {Xk} <0 and M(6)= m] + Pr[M(6) > m*]
m=O
=Pr[ min {Xk} <O and M(6) <m* -1] + Pr[M(6) m*]
< Pr <inm {Xk} < 0] + Pr[.M(6) > m*]. (B.5)
L 1<k<m*
In what follows, each of the two terms appearing in the lower part of (B.5) gets appropriately upper
bounded.
Since M(6) is the number of arrivals during the interval [0, rN (1 - 6)], we have
Pr[.M(6) ] m = Pr[Z 1Pr[m1- 6)] 6 (B.6)
Using the definition of m* in (B.3) and that of rNO, we have
TNo(1 - 6) < (1- ) -(< 1-< ) (B.7)
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Combining (B.6) with (B.7), we have
Pr[.M(6) > m*] < Pr[Zi < A-'(1 - .)m * (B.8)
The random variables (Zi)i=l,...,m- are independent and have the interarrival time distribution,
which, by assumption, is of the exponential type. Thus, since 6 > 0, we may upper bound the
right-hand quantity in (B.8) by applying the Chernoff bound; using (5) in §2.1, we obtain
Pr Zi < A- (1 - )m* < e-L(6)m*, (B.9)
where p1(6) > 0. Since ol (6) is positive, it follows from (B.3) that
e
-pl(6)m ' * < ,-jp(6)o rN (1 - ) . (B.10)
We define
Ad (1- 6
Since A < / and 0p1(6) > 0, we have 01(6) > 0. Combining the previous definitions with (B.9),
(B.10) and the fact rNod- we obtain
Pr[ AZ, < A- 1(1 - 2)m* ] < e- 0i( 6)No
This together with (B.8) implies that
Pr[M(6) > m*] < e- .'( 6) N (B.11)
We now consider the other term. We have
Pr[ min{Xk} < o] =< Pr[ min <k{X-Xo < o] =E[P [ m {XAo-Xol < -o ]].
(B.12)
Let ac be some constant satisying 0 < ct < 1. It follows from (B.12) that
Pr[ min {Xkl < 0]
[L<k<M.]
Pr[Xo>No 1 (1 a6)] E [r min *Xk-XO} < -XO Xo] Xo > No'(1 - ca6)]
+Pr[Xo< Nolw1(1-a.)]-E[Pr[ min -AXo}<-XoX] Xoo<No- 1 '(1-aS6)]
(B.13)
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We define the random variables (Vk)k=o0...,,- as follows: Vkf - Xk + XO for k = 0, ... , m*. Using
this definition and (B.1), we obtain
Vo = 0 and Vk = (--Yi+No- + Zi), for k=1,...,m*. (B.14)
i=l
Obviously, we have
Pr[ min {X-X} < -X<-Xo] = Pr[ min J-Vk < -XolXo] =Pr[, max Vk1>XoXo][l<k<m] [m }l<kh0 ]  m r rt 'm
(B.15)
However, it follows from (B.14) and (B.1) that the random variables V1,...,V . are independent
of Xo. Using this and (B.15), we obtain
Pr[ min {Xk -Xo} < - X o = o] = Pr max {Vk} > xo] V > 0. (B.16)
Furthermore, we have
Pr[<max*{Vk} > xo] < Prl max {Vk} > No 1- ( - aS)] Vxo > NoI-1(1 - aS).
Combining this with (B.16), we obtain
E[Pr[ min {Xk-Xo} < -Xo Xo] Xo> Noal1 (1-cS)] < Pr[ maxm {Vk} > Noa-'(1-c6)].
Using this and (B.13), we have
Pr[<minj{Xk} < 0] < Pr[ maxj{Vk} > No0-'(1-a6)] +Pr[Xo < Nor-(1 - aS)] . (B.17)
In what follows, each of the terms appearing in the right-hand side of (B.17) gets appropriately
upper bounded.
We define n2 (6)ad-f max{2 - 1,2}. It follows that N 0op-(1 - aS) < (No - 1)/r-l(1 - S) (and
No - 1 > 0) for all No > n 2(6),... Therefore,
Pr[Xo < NoIA-l(1- a6)] < Pr[Xo < (No- 1),'-l(1 - 6s)], No > n2 (6). (B.18)
It follows from the definition of Xo [see (B.1)] that the lower tail of its distribution may be upper
bounded in the way presented in §2.1. (Recall that service times are independent and identically
distributed with expected value pA-1 and that the service time distribution is of the exponential
type.) Applying (5) in §2.1, we obtain
Pr[Xo < (No - 1)/- 1 (1- c6)] < e-02(6)(No-10), (B.19)
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where 4b2(6) > 0. Defining D 2 (8)a-defe2(6 ), it follows from (B.19) and (B.18) that
Pr[Xo < No,-l(l - aS)] < D 2(6)e- 02( 6)NO , VNo > n2(6) . (B.20)
Next, we derive an upper bound for Pr[maxl<k<,n-Vk} > Noz- 1(1 - aS)]. We define the
random variables (Wi)i=l,...,m, as follows: Wie- = - Yi+No-1 + Zi for i = 1, ... , m*; it follows from
(B.14) that Vk = ,Sj=,Wi for k = 1,...,m*. It may be easily checked that Wl,...,W,. are
independent and identically distributed. Moreover, we have E[eeWi] = E[e-SYi+No-1]E[eBZi]. This
implies that the moment generating function G(s) of W 1 ,..., W,. may be defined for all s in the
interval (-SB,sA). Obviously, we have G(s) = B(-s)A(s), for all s E (-sB,SA). Since G(0) = 1
and
lim dG(s) -l +A- > 0)
.lo ds
there exists some s* > 0 such that G(s) > 1 for all s E (0, s*). Applying Theorem 16 in pp. 139-140
of [Bor76], we obtain
Pr[ max *{Vk > No-l'(1 - a)] < [G(s)]m' e- eN ° -1(1- a6) Vs (O,8 '). (B.21)
LO<k<m,
Because of (B.3) and the fact rNo d-fe ,o-, we have m* < AN_(1 - 6) + 1. Since G(s) > 1 for all
s E (0, s*), it follows after some algebra that
[1(8) ] /- : e -e(A 1- 1 ( - ) <1-ar 8) No 8(1-)[G(s)l]m e8No (I-a6) <G(s) (G(s)<e - oi-( -- )) , Vs8 (0,s'). (B.22)
We have E[Wi] = A- 1 -p-l 1 for i = 1,...,m*; we also have A-1--l < (A-' - 1) because
A < and a < . Thus (see §2.1), there exists some s' > 0 such that G(s)e ( ) - -) < 1
for all s E (0, s'). We choose some ~ that belongs to the interval (O, min{s*, s'}) and we define
D3 (6)d fG(s~) (Y3(6)-ef - lnG(s) + (A-l _- 1 ) 6 and A3(S) -A(1-61 --6 a- 2
It follows from the previous discussion that Vs3(S) > 0 and 3s(6) > 0. Applying both (B.21) and
(B.22) with 8 = 8 and using the definitions above, we obtain
Pr[mrnax k} > No, 1 (1 - a6)] < D3(6)e-0s(6 )No
since Vo = 0 [see (B.14)] and 1 - aS > 0, it follows that
Pr[ max {Vk} > No 1 (1 - aS)] < Da(6)e#5(6 )N
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This together with (B.17) and (B.20) implies that
Pr[ m<in {Xk < 0] < D 2(6)e- 02( 6)NO + D3(6)e- #3( 6 )No VNo > n2(6). (B.23)
Using (B.5), (B.11) and (B.23), we have
Pr[TNo < rNo(1 - 6)] < e- 1(6)No + D 2 (6)e- 42(6 )No + D3(6)e- S( 6 )No , VNo > n2 (6), (B.24)
We define (6)d-fl .min{4l(6), 42(6), q3(6)} and n(6)--f max{n2(6), n,1+D 2e(6)+D }; it follows
from (B.24) that
Pr[TNO < rNo(1- 6)] < e- ( 6)No, VNo > n(6S). Q.E.D.
APPENDIX C
In this appendix we prove Lemma 10.
Let I be the random variable corresponding to the residual interarrival time at the random time
instant TNO. We have
RNo = TNo + I -
Using this and the union bound, we have
Pr[RNO > rNO (1 + 6)] = Pr[TNO + I > rNo (1 + )] < Pr[TNo > rNo (1+ ) + Pr[I _> r° 2 ] (C.1)
In what follows, each of the two terms in the right-hand side of (C.1) is appropriately upper
bounded.
Starting with the first term, we have
Pr[TNO > rNO(1 + 2)] < C'(6)e'(6)No . (C.2)2
The result above follows from Proposition 5, applied with k = 1 and with 6 instead of 6.
We now consider the last term in the right-hand side of (C.1). Let )I be the random variable
corresponding to the number of arrivals until the system is met empty for the first time (see also
the discussion preceding Lemma 3). Moreover, let Yi denote the service time of the ith customer
and let Zi denote the ith interarrival time. We have
( No+k-i kI
.Uf min k: Y< =l i= · (C.3)
Since I is the residual interarrival time at the time instant TNO, we have I < ZX with probability
1; this implies that
Pr[I > rNo ]I < Pr[Zw > rNo 2]. (C.4)
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We define n* as follows:
n A jTN (1 + 6)1 (C.5)
where e is some positive constant. We have
Pr[Z > rNo  = Pr[Z > rNo and X < n*| + Pr[Z _> No and JA > n*]. (C.6)
Clearly, we have
Pr[Z .W>rN4o and / <n*]<Pr[ max {Zi>rN .
2 2l,...,n' -
Combining this with (C.6) we obtain
Pr[ZN > rN,2 ] < Pr[ max {Zi} > rNo] +Pr[ > n*]. (C.7)
Each of the two terms in the right-hand side of (C.7) will be upper bounded by an exponentially
decaying quantity.
Starting with the last term, we have [due to (C.3)]
rNo+k-l k NO+n*-1 n
Pr[) > n*]=Pr E Yi>ZZi VkE{1,... n*} < Pr Yi > Zi . (C.8)
i=1 i=l i=l i=l
We define
No+n* -1 n*
X, def
i=l i=l
Clearly, we have E[eax ] = [B(s)]No°+n -1[A(-s)j" ' for all s E (-sA,sB); thus, applying the
Chernoff bound [see (3) in §2.1], we obtain
No +n*-1 n*
Pr Y. _> Zi =Pr[X > 01 < [B(s)]N°+nt -1[A(-s)]nr , Vs E (0,$B) · (C.9)
i=P i= ]
Since B(s) > 1 and A(-s) < 1 for all s E (0, sB), it follows from (C.5) (and from the fact
Ndef N) that
TN
°
o C1--/ i_/N
[B(s)] N+ -[A(-s)]'* < [B(s)] (+e')+[A(-s)] (+e)) , Vs E (O, SB) . (C.10)
Defining
fe(s)-ef[B(s)] -A (l+')+l[A(-s)]W--X( 1+e)
we have f(0) = 1 and
limdf(s) =1 A 1 elim d (1+ ) + 1) - (1 + )) = < 0.
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Therefore, there exists some sl E (0, SB) such that f(sl) < 1. Applying (C.9) and (C.10) with
s = sl, we obtain
Pr E YrCrNi > Zi < e- j' l N°
where o--ld - In f(sl) > 0. This together with (C.8) implies that
Pr[A > n'] < e- ~NO. (C.11)
We now consider the other term in the right-hand side of (C.7). Applying the union bound and
using the fact that the random variables (Zi)i=l,...,n* are identically distributed, we obtain
8~ t ]6nPr[Z> 6Pr[max {Zi} > rNo - < Pr[Zs > ri = n*Pr[Z > rNo i, (C.12)
L- .... n 2 2 2
i=1
where Z is a random variable having the interarrival time distribution. Applying the Chernoff
bound [see (3) in §2.1], we have
Pr[Z > ryNo ] < A(s)e - No° , Vs E (0, SA). (C.13)
def We also have [due to (C.5) and the fact tNo = --] that n* < ArO(1 + e) + 1 < (1 + 2e) for
all No > I*, where i*def-. We fix some s E (0,SA). Using the previous inequality, (C.12) and
(C.13), we obtain
Pr[ max {Zi} rNo < - (1 + 2)A(s)e--l* (C.14)
We define
def ,8 d(fA +S02 (6S) = A) and D2 (6)qf =A (1 + 2e)A(s).
4(p - X) an
Using these definitions and the inequality x < aee" (for ci > 0), it follows from (C.14) (after some
algebra) that
Pr[ max {Z} > ŽNo ] <D 2 (6)e- ' (6 )N , VNo > 1*
This together with (C.7) and (C.11) implies that
Pr[I > rNo 2] < e- P1No + D 2 (6)e- 2(6)No ¥ No > I.
Combining this with (C.2) and (C.1), we obtain
Pr[RNO > rNo (1 + 6)] < C'(6)e- P'(6)No + e - 'OLNO + D 2 (6)e -p2(O)NO VNo > 1*.
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def In[C1(6)+I+D2 (6)]After defining (6)= min{b'(6), V1 , 9 2 (6)} and l(8)f maxfl* , n'(++2( 6 )}, the result fol-
lows from the inequality above. Q.E.D.
It is worth noting the following: Since TNo < RNo with probability 1, it follows from Proposition
8 that for any positive 6 we have Pr[RN, < rNo(1 - 6)] < e-e ( )No for all No > n(6). [(65) and
n(S) are the same as in Proposition 8.] Combining this result with Lemma 10, one may easily prove
that limN, 0, RNOo e._s. 1 (see also Proposition 9).that limo--,oo -No - I,-A
APPENDIX D
In this appendix we prove Proposition 12 by separately considering the cases 0 < c < 1 and
c>1.
a) Let c be a constant satisfying 0 < c < 1. First, we show that limlvo-. Pr[N(rNoc) < D] = 0
for all D > 0. We fix some nonnegative D and some e* that satisfies 0 < s* < 1 - c. It has been
established in Proposition 10 that there exist some m(e*) > 1 and some positive O(e*) such that
Pr[lN(rNoc) - (1 - c)Nol > E*No] < e- (e ' )No , VNo > m(e*),
which implies that
Pr[N(rNoc) < (1- c - e*)No] < e-#(' )No, VNo > m(e*). (D.1)
Since 1 - c - * > 0, we have D < (1 - c - e*)No for all No > .LD Combining this with (D.1),
we have
Pr[N(rNoc) < D] < e- #(c)No, VNo > M*,
where M*~df max{m(e*), c }. Clearly, this implies that
lim Pr[N(rNoc) < D] = 0. (D.2)
No-- oo
Next, let (Irk)k=0,... be the steady-state distribution of the number of customers in the queue.
We fix an e satisfying 0 < e < 1. Since the queue under analysis is stable, there exists some
D(e) > 0 such that Ek<D(.) rk > 1 - e. This together with (D.2) implies that there exists some
L(e) such that
IPr[N(rNc) E A.N(O) = No]- (A.) > 1 - 2e, VNo > L(e), (D.3)
where A, f{k : k < D(e)}. We now notice that
IPr[N(rNc) E A.IN(0) = No] - r(A)l < dN0 (rNoc) < 1.
This together with (D.3) [which holds for all e E (0, 1)] proves that limNo--.oo dNo (rNo c) = 1.
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b) Let c be a constant satisfying c > 1 and let 6 be defined as = f--; clearly, we have 6 > 0.
Using the alternative expression for the total variation distance (see §1), we obtain
1 co
dNo (rN)= C)) = ))  k]- (D.4)
k=O
We have
Pr[N(rNo (1 + 26)) = k] = Pr[N(rNo(1 + 26)) = k and RNo < rNo(1 + 6)]
+ Pr[N(rNo (1 + 26)) = k and RNo > rNo (1 + 6)]
where RNo is the random variable defined in (12) of §4.2. Using this and the triangle inequality, it
follows from (D.4) that
dNo(rNo C) < PrN(rN( + 26)) k and RN. <_ rN0 ( + 6)] -rkj2 k=o
+ Pr[N(rNo (1 + 26)) = k and RNo > rNo (1 + 6)]. (D.5)
k=O
In what follows, each of the two terms in the right-hand side of (D.5) is appropriately upper
bounded.
Starting with the last term, we have
E Pr[N(rNo (1 + 26)) = k and RNo > rNo (1 + 6)] = Pr[RNo > rN (1 + 6)1 (D.6)
k=O
Using Lemma 10, we obtain
Pr[RN, > rNo (1 + 6)] < e- (6) No , (D.7)
where 4(6) > 0.
Now, we consider the first term in the right-hand side of (D.5). Since RNo is a regeneration
point of the queue, we have
Pr[N(rNo (1 + 26)) = k I RNO = t*] = Pr[N(rN (1 + 26) - t') = k I N(O) = 1], Vt* E [0, rNo (1 + 6)] 
(D.8)
We define
fk(t)d fPr[N(t) = kIN(O) = 1] - rk,, Vt > 0. (D.9)
Clearly, we have E°=o fk(t) = 0 for all t > 0; thus, it follows that
lfk(t)l = 2 , fk(t), vt > o,
k=O
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where t+-f{k: fk(t) > 0}. Clearly, (D.9) implies that ZkEA fk(t) < 1 for any A C Z+. Combin-
ing the previous two results, we obtain
00oo
Ifk(t)l < 2, Vt > 0. (D.10)
k=O
defSince Irk = 1imt 0, Pr[N(t) = kiN(O) = 1], it follows from (D.9) that limt,Oo fk(t) = O for k =
0,... Due to (D.10), we can apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem and obtain
lim Ifk(t)l = 
k=O
Therefore, for any positive e there exists some D(e) > 0 such that
00oo
Elfk(t)l < &, Vt > D(e).
k=O
Using the inequality above and the fact rN (1 + 28)- t* > 6N 0 for all t* E [0, rNo (1+ 6)], we obtain
00
h |ifk(rNo(1+2 6)-t*) < E , Vt*E[O, rNo(1+)] and VNo > D(e)
k=O
Combining this with (D.8) and (D.9), we have
Z'Pr[N(rNO(1+26)) = kRN = t* ]-- k < e,Vt* E [0,rNo(1+ 8 )] and VN o > M(e), (D.11)
k=O
where M(e) is defined by M(e) adf D(e). We also have
Pr[N(rNo (1+ 26)) = k RN < rNo(1 + 6)] = E[Pr[N(TNo(1 + 26)) = k RNO] I RNo < rNo (1 +)] -
(D.12)
Using (D.11) and (D.12) (and the fact IE[XII < E[IXII for any random variable X), we obtain
Z Pr[N(rN( o (1 + 26)) = k RNO < rNo (1 + 8)] - rkl < , VN 0 > M(e). (D.13)
k=O
It also follows from (D.7) that 1 - e-( 6 )No < Pr[RNO < rNo (1 + 6)] < 1. Using this, we obtain
(after some algebra)
IPr[N(rNo(1 + 28)) = k and RN(o < rN (1 + 5)]- -rk
•< Pr[N(rNo (1 + 28)) = k I RNO < rNo(1 + )1-2 rkI
+ e- ' (6 )N°. Pr[N(rNO (1 + 28)) = k I RN < r No (1 + 6)].
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Combining this with (D.13), we have
00
SlPr[N(rNo(1 + 28)) = k and RN, < rNo(1 + 6)]- ik <e + e-( 6 )N , VNo > M(e).
k=O
This together with (D.5), (D.6) and (D.7) implies that for any positive e there exists some M(e)
such that
0 < dNo(rNoc) < - + e- (b) , VNo > M(e) .
Since b(E) > 0, it follows that limNO ,o0 dNo (rNoC) = O. Q.E.D.
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